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The World is Too Complex

The world economy is too complex and too diverse for human understanding and 
rational management 

It is a mistake to ascribe coherence and rationality to the world economy which 
assumes it is deliberately integrated and viable, or has a higher logic - no one 
truly understands how capitalism operates

We cannot know for certain the limits of our knowledge

It is an error to assume that those who have or want power know what they 
are doing beyond their own ambitions - Enron is a case of rationality (avarice, 
stupidity) which handsomely rewarded the few until the reality of the world 
economy imposed itself

No theory of any sort, religious or secular, has survived the ravages of human 
experience in an immensely complicated world which has undermined all 
propositions regarding the future of societies



The World Economy Today

The world is unified for the first time under a common economic system - 
the globalisation of (state) capitalism

First time in human history we also live in a universal society of states, 
more culturally diverse than its predecessors, more deeply divided by 
inequalities of military & political power, wealth & opportunity  

Alternative economic systems (eg central planning of communist states) 
have failed and are discredited - “TINA” (There Is No Alternative)

Even China, which retains a closed communist political system, has a 
thriving and increasingly open capitalist economy

Economic debates centre around what is the optimal mix of state (ie 
government) intervention in the economy & if market forces should have 
a free reign in the economy

A triumph of “hegemony” for neo-liberals?



Definitions

Nationalism: An expression of a racially, culturally or linguistically distinct group 
of people who wish to govern themselves independently, usually as a state (free 
from external, imperial, elite or monarchical rule).

Internationalism: A commitment to universal concerns before local, national or 
territorial priorities. Emphasis on the broader human community - species - than 
the interests of nations and states, which will nevertheless continue. Origins in 
ancient Greece & Rome, Christianity and socialism.

Cosmopolitanism: Favour an end to nationalism and states, as human 
beings submerge their differences in one world society. Our national 
attachments should surrender to the higher ethical conviction that our primary 
loyalties are to the whole of humanity.

Globalisation: Processes of economic, technological and cultural change that 
have escaped the sovereign control of states, and which make the world more 
economically interdependent. Sovereignty, national economies and ultimately the 
state, are disappearing. 



Examples of Globalisation

Communications (eg email, websites, computer viruses, mobile phones, 
SatNav, GPS)

TV (eg satellite, cable, CNN-effect, war in real time, entertainment, 
information, Google earth)

Economy (eg credit cards, net banking, 24 hour trading, currency trading, 
exposure to external shocks, global stock markets, loss of sovereignty)

Culture (eg Hollywood, McDonalds, Coca-Cola, Ford, cultural imperialism, 
soft power of US, homogeneity v cultural diversity - Americanisation, 
organised crime, terrorism, organised religion)

Time & Distance (eg time is compressed, communication is instantaneous, 
overcoming distance - travel, speed, technology, transmissible diseases, few 
dark corners, surveillance)



History of Globalisation

A new phenomenon? There were similar levels of economic independence 
in the early 20th century (British Empire)

Already described? Karl Marx explained and described how the spread of 
capitalism is simultaneously uniting and dividing the species in the mid 19th 
century

A human achievement? An historical process comprising cumulative 
decisions by governments, not a natural occurrence or a gift of god

Predetermined or inevitable? May reverse gear, change form or direction - 
has supporters, sceptics and opponents



What is New?

Recent developments in IT and the de-regulation of capital markets in the 
1970s (the Nixon shocks) has produced an increasingly integrated world 
economy (eg shares, currencies, interest rates, commodities)

Money and investments can be shifted around the world in microseconds 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year

Market confidence (or lack of) is contagious - if Wall Street sneezes the ASX 
catches cold - no Robinson Crusoes

Governments must maintain the confidence of global markets or risk losing 
much needed investment

Markets require government support but are not accountable to governments 
or peoples (surrendering sovereign power)



Exceptions & Problems

Yet to reach Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Central Asia (largely a Western 
experience?)

No globalisation of political systems (eg democracy or world government)

Doesn’t apply to the movement of people - labour, migration, refugees

Produces winners and losers - inequality within and between states 

Increasing homogeneity threatens cultural diversity

Democratic deficit - power has shifted from governments to unaccountable 
players (markets, speculators, TNCs, bankers)



Key Actors: IOs
(International Economic Organisations)

 eg World Bank, International Monetary Fund, World Trade Organisation

 - regulate and police the global economy

 - promote trade liberalisation (regional & global free trade) - WTO

 - fund development projects in poor countries (conditional loans) - WB

 - help governments overcome currency, debt & fiscal crises - IMF

  - the “Washington Consensus” (deregulation, privitisation, reduce government 
spending, abolish price controls, open economy to foreign investment, low 
inflation, market-based reforms)



Key Actors: TNCs
(Transnational Corporations)

 eg Nike, Ford, Microsoft, Shell, Halliburton, Exxon, News Corporation

 - for profit-making & shareholder returns, accountable to shareholders not 
governments, joint ventures

 - mobility of production, get states to bid for investment, some larger than 
states, operate across frontiers making regulation difficult

  - still largely home-based

  - often employ large numbers of workers

  - powerful and influential



Key Actors: States

 eg Australia, China, Japan, US, Iraq, Kirabati, Cuba, etc,

 - provide conditions for private profit-making (to tax business)

 - provide legal backing & infrastructure for markets (eg banking)

 - stabilise the economy in times of crises (eg bailouts)

 - maintain public confidence & support by redistributing wealth & providing a 
welfare system which humanises markets

 - assist certain industries by protecting them from competition

 - attract foreign investment by maintaining the confidence of markets (local 
incentives)

 - promote exports (market access, negotiate free trade)



Key Actors: Markets

    eg foreign investment community, foreign currency & exchange 
traders, funds managers (eg superannuation), stockbrokers & 
investment advisors, credit ratings agencies (eg Standard & Poors)

 seeking profit opportunities for their clients

 unaccountable to governments & electorates: a democratic deficit?

 largely anonymous but very powerful

 desperately sought by governments

 most FDI is concentrated in advanced industrial economies, not the 
developing world



Questions

Are we heading towards a single world economy?

What is happening to economic sovereignty?

Can markets survive without governments? (property law)

What about state monopoly powers? (eg taxation, arbitration, 
instruments of violence, bind citizens to international law, command 
loyalty, protection from terrorism)

Integrated, internationalised or globalised?

Exceptions (eg Africa, Middle East, Central Asia)

Alternative to the state? (eg UN? EU?)



Current & Future Issues 

To what extent should markets be left alone to allocate resources & how far 
should governments be involved in redistributing wealth? (eg efficiency v 
equity)

Economic ‘success’ is linked to market shares in services & manufactured 
goods not the acquisition of territory

Poor countries denied the means the developed world used to modernise & 
advance their economies (eg protectionism)

Has Islamic terrorism revived the role of the overarching state and, despite 
exploiting it, dealt a blow to economic globalisation?

Backlash against globalisation: winners v losers, the Seattle-style anti-
capitalist protests (opposition to corporate values not globalisation per se)



Further Information 
(Available From later today)

http://scottburchill.net/VCE

A pdf of this slideshow can be downloaded

A podcast of this lecture can be downloaded (requires iTunes and Quick 
Time loaded on your Mac or PC)

A list of suggested readings, videos and websites by sub topic

An email address to submit questions

A second VCE seminar on ‘Australian foreign policy’ will be presented at this 
campus on Sunday, 10th September, 2006 - for details keep an eye on 
http://www.deakin.edu.au/arts/vce 
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